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Abstract 
Nonlinear regression models have been frequently linearized, since 
standard estimators in linear models are simple. However these estima­
tors in linearized models are more or less influenced by a nonhnearity of 
the model. Relatively simple corrections suppresing this influence in the 
case that the nonhnearity is low are presented in the paper. 
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1 Introduction 
Let Y be an n-dimensional random vector with the mean value E(Y\/3) = f (/3), 
j3 G Rk (^-dimensional linear real space) and with the covariance matrix X; 
the vector function f(/3) — (/i(j3),.. . t /n(i8)) ', /3 G R
k, possesses continuous 
second derivatives. Let such an approximate value /30 of the actual value /3* of 
the parameter ft be given that 
f(/3*) = f0 + F^+(l/2)« v (1.1) 
* Supported by the grants No. 201/96/0436 and No. 201/96/0665 of The Grant Agency of 
Czech Republic. 
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is sufficiently good approximation of the actual value f(/3*); here 
0*=/3o + 60, f0 = f(A>), 
{F}i,j = dfi(l3)/dPj\f)=i)0> i=l,...,n, j = l,...,k, 
and 
Hi = 3 2 / , ( /3) / (d/3a/3%= / 3 o , i = l,...,n. 
If Y is normally distributed, the linearized model is 
Y - f0 ~ NnW, £ ) , 6/3 e R
k. (1.2) 
Of course, this model is not totally adequate to reality. Nevertheless it has 
been used frequently in practice. The BLUE (best linear unbiased estimators) 
of/3 is influenced by the neglected terms in the Taylor series (1.1) and the same 
is valid for the estimator <r2 of the parameter o2 in the case £ = cr2V, where 
V is a given matrix. 
How to correct estimators in the linearized model or how to decise whether 
these corrections are necessary is the aim of the paper. 
The paper is based mainly on [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] and [9]. 
Assumption Let the rank r(F) of the matrix F be k < n and let the matrix 
£ and V, respectively, be positive definite. 
2 Auxiliary statements 
The sequence of the following lemmas is either commonly known or it can be 
easily proved. That is why they are given without proofs. 
Lemma 2.1 The BLUE of (3 in (1.2) is 
p = /30 + ( F
/ £ ~ 1 F ) - 1 F / £ - 1 ( Y - f0) 
= 0O + ( F
, V ~ 1 F ) - 1 F / V ~ 1 ( Y - f0) 
and its covariance matrix is 
Var(j3) = ( F ' ^ F ) " 1 = ^ ( F ' V ^ F ) - 1 . 
Let A + denote the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the matrix A; i.e. 
A = A A + A , A + A A + = A + , A A + = ( A A + ) ; , A + A = (A+A)' 
(in more detail cf. [8]). 
Lemma 2.2 If £ = <r2V, where V is a given matrix, then the best unbiased 
estimator of a2 in (1.2) is 
<r2 = (Y - f 0 ) ' ( M F V M i , )
+ ( Y - f0)/(n - *) , 
where MF = I - FF+ . 
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L e m m a 2.3 The estimator a2 is under the model (1.2) distributed as 
«2xl-k(Q)l(n-k), 
where Xn-fc(O) *s ^ e random variable possessing the central chi-square distri-
bution with n — k degrees of freedom. 
L e m m a 2.4 Let x}($) be the random variable possessing the noncentral chi-
square distribution with f degrees of freedom and with the parameter noncen-
trality equal to S. Then 
E(x) (S)) = f + 6, Var(X
2 (8)) = 2 / + 46. 
L e m m a 2.5 Let Y ~ Nk (M, S ) and let A = A' be such a matrix that Y ' A Y ~ 
X)(8). Then 8 = »'Ap. 
L e m m a 2.6 Let Y ~ Nk(fi, S) and let A = A' and B = B ' , respectively, be 
k X k matrices and a a k-dimensional vector, then 
cov(a 'Y,Y'AY) = 2a'SA/*, 
cov(Y 'AY,Y 'BY) = 2 T r ( A S B S ) + 4fi'A'SBti, 
V a r ( a ' Y + Y'AY) = a ' S a + 4a 'SA/* + 2TV(ASBS) + 4fi' ASBjx. 
In the following C = F ' S ^ F and C 0 = F ' V ^ F . 
Defini t ion 2.7 The Bates and Watts [1] parametric measure of a nonlinearity 
in the model (1.1) at the point /30 is 
^ ( p r ^ s - ^ r 1 ^ 
?k 
K(p«r)(/30) = sup i * — : s € R 
Since (P^'")'^?^ = S ^ F C ^ F ' S " 1 = ( l / o ^ V - i F C ^ F ' V - 1 we 
have 
f J^V-'FC^F'V-in, ) 
K(parHPo) = <™up I -* — : s 6 Rk) 
s'Cos 
= al4par\/30). 
The Bates and Watts intrinsic measure of a nonlinearity in the model (1.1) 
at the point f3Q is 
к <-. w = ,Jy^
1 ) , s " м i ľ ** 
.'Cs " * * > • 
Since 
( M ^ ^ y s - í M S - 1 = ( M F S M F )
+ , S = <r2V 
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and 
( M F 5 . M F ) + = ( 1 / < 7




MF™?^ : . € A = ^ ( A ) -^ s 'C0s 
3 E s t i m a t o r of /3 
The estimator /3 from Lemma 2.1 is not unbiased under the model (1.1). Its 
bias is obviously 
b = E{p) - P = #(*0) - <J/3 = C~lm-l(ll2)K8f> = C o ' F ' V - ^ l / ^ ^ ^ 
(i.e. the bias is the quantity of the second order in S(3). 
It seems to be the most natural to correct the estimator S{3 by a random 
vector —C""1F /S~ (l/2)ksp, where ksp is a simple unbiased estimator of Ksp. 
L e m m a 3.1 
/ T r t H j C - 1 ) 




A = (1/2) : and b = C ^ F ' S - 1 ^ 




1), «,j = l,...,n, 
{W}w = 6p'HiC-
1Hj6p, i,j = 1,.. .,n. 
P r o o f (i) is a direct consequence of the equality 
E(6p'Hi6p) = E{6p')IliE{6p) + Tr[H. Var(<50)] 
= (j/} + b)'Hi(6p + b) + T r ^ C - 1 ) . 
(ii) follows from Lemma 2.6. • 
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R e m a r k 3.2 If ksp is chosen in the form 
T ^ H i C " 1 
Ks/3 = KS0 
~~l\ Fr(HnC 
it is unbiased when the term 4 A b (of the third order in Sfi)) and the term Kb 
(of the fourth order in Sj3) are neglected. Since ksp is simple, it seems to be 
reasonable to use it for a correction. 
In [5] and attempt was made to find the locally best quadratic estimator of 
(3. Its form is not so simple as the estimator 
sß = Sß - ( ì /гjc-^s- 1 "Sß 
'TVЃHiC- 1 ) 
Г r ( H „ C - 1 ) / J 
(3.1) 
and the difference of the covariance matrices seems not to be essentially different 
from the zero matrix (in more detail cf. [5]). 
Theorem 3.3 The mean value of the estimator (3.1) is 
E(6p) =S/3~ ( l / 2 ) C ~ 1 F / E ~ 1 ( 4 A b + Kb) 
(i.e. the bias is of the third order in S/3) and its covariance matrix is 
Var(d73) = C - 1 - f ( l / 2 ) C - 1 F / S - 1 S c - i S -
1 F C ~ 1 
- C - ^ H i í / 9 , . . . , H n á ^ S ^ F C - 1 
- C _ 1 ( H i b , . . . , H n t y S ^ F C - 1 
- C-^S-^AC-1 - c-^s - 1 
+ C - 1 F ' S - 1 W S - 1 F C - 1 . 
ь'нл 
,ь'нn; 
P r o o f Ther first statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 and Remark 
3.2. As far as the second statement is concerned, it follows from the relation­
ships. 
V&r(Sß) = Vax(6ß) 
+ cov U i 9 , - ( l / 2 ) C - 1 P ' S - 1 
T r p H i C - 1 \ 
"Sß 
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l"-ł/\~ — 1 + Var - ( 1 / 2 ) C - 1 F ' S 
where Var(<Jj3) = CT 1. 
With respect to Lemma 2.6 
*бß 
i T r íH iC- 1 
V T r ^ n C - 1 ) 
cov(Sß,Sß'KiSß) = 2C-1Hí£'(íí|á) = 2C-
1H,.5/3 + 2C- 1 H i b 
and thus 
T^HiC-1 \ 
cov | í , 3 , - ( l ^ C ^ F ' S - 1 
" .TKHnC- 1 ) / 
= - C - ^ H i í / S , . . . , H n í ^ S - ^ C - 1 - C - 1 (H]b , . . . , H n ^ S - ^ C - 1 
= - ^ C ^ A ' S ^ F C " 1 - C - 1 (H x b , . . . ^ b ^ F C -
1 . 
With respect to Lemma 3.1 
Var[-(1/2)C-1F'S-1K^] = 
= (1 /4 )C - 1 F I S - 1 V a ^ / c ^ S ^ F C " 1 
= ( l / 4 ) C - 1 F ' S - 1 ( 2 S c - i + 4 W ) S - 1 F C - 1 
= ( l / 2 ) C " 1 F ' S - 1 S c - i S - 1 F C - 1 + C - 1 F S - 1 W S - 1 F C - 1 D 
The effect of the correction of /3 can be judget by a comparison of the mean 
square error characteristics, i.e. 
MSE(P) = Var(j8) + bb ' = C"1 + (I/^C^F^^KS^^^FC1 
and 
MSE(60) = VartjS) + \E(fi) - P][E0) - 0]' 
= C- 1 + ( l / 2 ) C - 1 F ' S - 1 S c - i S - 1 F C - 1 
- 2C- 1 A ' S ^ F C " 1 - 2C~ 1 F 'S- 1 A C " 1 
/ b ' H t 
- C - ^ H i b , . . . . H J b J S ^ F C - 1 - C_ 1F'S 
--lт-/v--l 
- - 1 
\ b ' H „ 
+ (l/4)C~ 1 F / S" 1 (4Ab + K,6)(4b'A' + ic'6)E" ̂ C T \ 
If the a priori information on Sf3 = /3* —/30 satisfies criteria given in Section 5, 
then we can expect 
V{h e Rk}MSE(tip) < MSE{h'J3). 
Even this statement is not proved, it has been verified in each numerically 
calculated case (cf. also the example in Section 5). 
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4 Estimator of a2 
Let X be of the form X = <r2V. The estimator 
t2 = (Y - f 0 ) ' ( M F V M F ) + ( Y - f0)/(n - k) 
from Lemma 2.2 is biased under the model (1.1). 
Lemma 4.1 Under the model (LI) 
<r2~<r\l-k(6)/(n-k), 
where 
S = (l"Sfi) ( M F V M F ) + Q « w ) /**. 
Proof It is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.5. D 
Corollary 4.2 The bias of the estimator a2 is 
E{&2) -a2= ^ ^ ( M f V M f ) S . 
The bias is of the fourth order (in S/3) and tends to 0 if n ~¥ oo. However 
situations can occur when it is not negligible. 






Proof The implication is a direct consequence of the definition of the bias 
E{&2) - a-2 and Corollary 4.2; 
E{°2) ~ °* = 4 (^^^( M ^ V M ^) + ^ 
* 4(^(^Co^) 2 (^^) 2 < *V 
=» f/3'Co^ < ̂ ^ ^ =* -5(^2) - <x2 < c V . D 
If (4.1) cannot be satisfied, we can try to correct the bias. The most simple 
way is to use the statistic k$p from Remark 3.2. 
In the following cr is assumed to be the same order as S/3 (e.g. cr4S/3 is of the 
fifth order). 




/ T r t H i C o V 
KSp + 4 A b + Kb + cr
2 : 
VT^HnCo1) 
/ T r ^ C ó 1 ) 
/Cá/3 + 4 A b + Kb + cr2 : 
VT^HnCo1) 
(MFVMF)+ 
+ Tr [(MFVMF)+ Var(isíj§)] 
= - ; . ( M f V M P )
+ - v + Tr [(MFVMF)+2<r
4Sc-i + 4<r
2W0] 
+ 5th order terms 
(here {W0}M = S&RtC^TLjSp, i,; = 1,.. , n j . 
£ľ(cr2) = <r2 + 




Varfo- ) = r + 5£/J order terms: 
n — k 
2<r4 
E(& ) = a• H + 5£h order terras 
n — k 
P r o o f (i) is a consequence of Lemma 2.6 and (ii) is a consequence of Lemmas 
4.1. and 2.4. D 





4(n - fc) 
will be considered in the form 
where A is a random variable with the property E(A) — d + B and B is an 
estimator of B. 
Let 
A = 
4(n - к) 
/TKHiCo1) 





( M F V M F ) ' 
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and 
B = 
4(n - k) 
Trl ( M F V M F ) + Var 
- Ъ T r ( H i C " 
Tr(HnC^) 
> • 
In order to correct the estimator fr2 until the fourth order, it is necessary to 
prove that the mean value of A is correct until the fourth order (in Sf3) and in 
the second step to estimate the quantity B until the fourth order (in S(3). 
Since S/3 and &2 are stochastically independent random variables and on the 
basis of Lemma 3.1, we have 
Var 





T r ( H 1 C 0
1 ) \ 
2<x4Sc-i+4<x
2W0+Var(<x ~ 2 \ 
yTr(HnC^)/ 
( T r ( H 1 C õ
1 ) , . . . , T r ( H n C õ
1 ) ) . 
With respect to Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 4.1 Var(<x2) = 2tx4/(n — &) + . . . and 
E{»*) = <x4 + 2<x4/(n - * ) + . . . Thus 
E 
2<x4 / " _ 2 8<x4 2<x4 
n — к (n — kУ + .. n — k V n — k; 
In the following the term 8cr4/(n — k)3 is neglected and thus we obtain 
T r ( H 1 C 0
1 ) \ 
Var кsß - &2 
Tr(HnC~
1)) 
= E< 2<rЧ 1 -
2 \ 0 , ^,^2-f-- . 2o~ f. 
n — к 
S r - i + 4 ^ W 0 + n — k \ n — k 
T r t H i C ^ A 
( T r ( H i C 0
 x ) , . . . , T r ( H „ C 0
 x )) I + 5th order terms. 
T K H n C i 1 ) / 
Thus J? can be taken in the form 
^ = 4 l ^ ) T r { ^ V M ^ + 
, ^ ( H i C o 1 
+ - ^ í i -
 2 
n — k \ n — & 
T K H n C o 1 ) 
2<x4 ( 1 -Ц- ) S c _ . + 4«x
2W0 
n— k } 
( T r ( H i C 0 -
1 ) , . . . , T r ( H n C 0
1 ) ) 
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Further 
E(A) = 
4(n - k) 
E кxs -<т 
Kx* - <т 
1 
4(n - k) 
T r ^ C o 1 ) 
. T K H n C o 1 ) 
T K H i C o 1 ) 
T r ^ C ó 1 ) 
T ^ H i C o 1 ) 
( M F V M F )
+ 
E(кSß) - E(å
2) ( M F V M F ) 
^TKHnCo1)) J 
T r t H i C č 1 ) 
E(кsè) - E(ćт Z.2\ 
Tr(ИnCã 
+ -Tr < ( M F V M F )
+ Var 
4(n — k) 
Thus with respect to Lemma 3.1 (i) 
E(A) - B 
1 
~ 4(n - k) 
x(MFVMF)
+ 
T r ^ C o 1 ) 
T r ^ C o 1 ; 
- 1 \ 
Kéfi 4- 4 A b + nb - __ ^ ( M F V M f )
+ + nSp 




' T r ( H i C -
T r í H n C o 1 ) / . ! 
/Tr^Co1) 
V T r ^ C o 1 } 
4(n - Jk) 
and the following theorem is proved. 
T h e o r e m 4.5 The estimator 




+KS/3 + 5th order terms 
( M f V M f )
+ 
'TҢИгCõ 
+ 4(n - *) l̂  Tri ( M F V M F )
H 2<т4 1 
n — k 
, T r ( H n C õ 
S ^ - І + 4 0 - ^ W O 
- i \ 
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+ 
2Ô-4 
n — k 
TrfHxC- 1 ) 
. T K H n C õ 1 ) , 
( T r ( H 1 C 0 -
1 ) , . . . ) T r ( H n C o
1 ) ) 
is Of £be property 
E(cr ) ~ <r + bth order terms. 
Even Theorem 4.5 gives the correction for standardly used estimator <r2, 
its structure is detering. The esimator <r2 is of a little chance to be used in 
practice. Therefore it is necessary to check whether the correction is necessary 
(cf, Lemma 4.3 and the following section). 
5 A low nonlinearity 
In [4] it was proved (the linearization region with respect to the bias) 
2c6 
W'CSp < - ^ y =» V{h E ix*}|F[h'/3(Y, 0)|/3] - h'/3| < cbVh
7CI^h 
(here h//3(Y.O) = C""1P /!S"1(Y - fo ) ) . Thus it is desirable to have a situation 
characterized by the inequality 
^ 7 ) » x i ( 0 , l - a ) , 
for sufficiently small a. This implies the suitable values of K^par\ i.e. 
K(par) ^ ^Ь 
Xfc(0, l-a) 
For cb = 1 cf. Table 5.1 
Table 5.1 
k 2 5 10 20 30 
2 
0.334 0.180 0.109 0.064 0.046 
XІ(0,0.95) 
Further (the linearization region with respect to a testing the hypothesis 
"data fit the model (L2)") in [4] it was proved 
'/* w < H? 
=> P {[Y -f0 - F*0(Y, 0)]'C[Y - f0 - F50(Y, 0)] > x»(0,1 - a)} < a + e, 
where 
PixUScrit) >Xfc(0,l -<*)} = a + e. 
For 1 - a = 0.975 and e = 0.025 cf. Table 5.2 
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Table 5.2 
k 2 5 10 20 30 
2V$crit 
XІ (0,0.975) 0.191 0.140 0.108 0.079 0.063 
If the model (1.1) does not exceed values given in tables 5.1. and 5.2 respec­
tively, then it can be considered as a model with a low nonlinearity at /30, i.e. 
we can use the model (1.2) without any deterioration of the estimators of ft. 
If (cf. Lemma 4.3) in addition 
yj&crit < Vn - keay 
then the model enables us to estimate in the standard way also the parameter a2. 
Example 5.1 Let Y ~ Ni(2<J/?+ (1/2)0. 1<J/?2,<T2 = 0.12) (i.e. /?0 = 0). Thus 
F = 2, C = 400, H = 0.1, ^ = 0.1<$/?2, C~l = ^ ( V F ) " 1 = 0.0025, 
0.05, b = C - 1 F / E - 1 ( 1 / 2 ) K < 5 / ? = 0.025J/?
2 and #(->"•> = ^ , yíVar^) = 
A'(mt) _ o. 
MSE0) = 0.0025 + 0.000625o7?4, 
MSE0) = 0.0025-0.00000005^+0.00000619(5/?2. 
If J/3 = 1, then MSE0) = 0.0031 and MS£(/?) = 0.0025, i.e. 
[MS£(/3)/MS£(/?)] = 1.24. 
If J/5 = - 2 , then MSE0) = 0.0125 and MSE0) = 0.0025, i.e. 
[MSE0)/MSE(J3]\ = 5. 
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